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1 Introduction 

This report describes estimation methods, which may be applied in the context of the “Integration of 

European Social Surveys” project. These are the most suitable methods for the envisaged survey 

organisation, identified after extensive literature review and consultation of experts in this field. 

The idea in this project is to reorganize the European Social Surveys, with the aim to (i) decrease 

response burden, (ii) decrease data collection cost, (iii) increase the potential for analysis and (iv) 

increase flexibility, in the following way: 

The set of all variables available in the ten European Social Surveys are split into m mutually exclusive 

groups of 10-15 variables, called “modules”. Let them be denoted by 



M1,...,Mm . These modules are 

then distributed across k different instruments 



I1,...,Ik , in a way that each instrument 



I j  consists of a 

fixed set of modules  mj MM ,...,1 , while a certain module may be present in many instruments.  

Then, in each Member state a probability sample of size n is drawn, which we call the “master-

sample”, which is split randomly into k sub-samples 



S1,...,SK , of sizes 



n1,...,nK . The j-th sub-sample 

contains sample units, which are indexed, say, as 



j,1 ,..., j,i ,..., j,n j  . It is associated with an 

instrument and all sample units in this sub-sample are to respond to all items in the instrument (except 

in cases of routing).  

The main idea, as far as estimation is concerned, is the following:  

 In order to estimate, say, the total of a variable, and since each module may be present in 

more than one instrument, one might combine information on this variable from all these 

instruments, in order to increase the precision of the estimate. 

 Moreover, as it will turn out, even a variable that is present in only one instrument can profit 

from such a pooling of information, if it is strongly correlated to some other variables, which 

are common to many instruments, provided the estimation method is appropriately chosen so 

as to take advantage from this pooling. 

In this context, further issues of interest are: 

 Whether this pooling of information across sub-samples can be achieved through appropriate 

adjustments of the sampling weights. These would then facilitate estimation in an instrument, 

by incorporating the information borrowed from other sub-samples. This is the case in 

traditional calibration, which produces weights incorporating the information available for 
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population totals of auxiliary variables. It will turn out that the answer to this question is 

positive. 

 Precision estimates are also needed, along with estimates of the parameters of interest. 

These strongly depend on the sampling scheme, i.e. the way the initial master-sample was 

drawn and also on the way the sub-samples were selected from it. We will give a general 

framework to describe relevant quantities and discuss certain alternative scenarios in this 

context. 

The report contains four more sections. In section 2 we discuss alternative sampling scenarios, which 

we keep flexible, so as to accommodate negative coordination, as well as positive coordination 

between certain sub-samples, if so wished. The necessary notation for second order inclusion 

probabilities is introduced and discussed for the various scenarios. In section 3 we present methods 

for estimation of a population total and for estimation of the estimator’s variance, in particular when a) 

auxiliary variables may be used to increase precision of estimates b) information on some variables is 

available in a number of different sub-samples, which may by combined to yield estimates of higher 

precision. Alternatively, estimates of common variables may be aligned across sub-samples in a way 

that will benefit estimation of other non-common variables as well. The presented estimators are 

applicable to all sample designs if all first and second-order inclusion probabilities are non-zero and 

are moreover known for the sampled units.  

The two sections that follow build on the exposition of the simple case of section 3. In section 4 we 

discuss estimation of other quantities, as e.g linear and non-linear functions of totals. This includes 

estimates of means, domain means, ratios, net and gross change. We also indicate how alignment 

between subsamples might benefit estimation of other quantities, as regression coefficients or 

quantiles.  

Finally, in section 5 we discuss some additional practical considerations related to a modular 

organisation of surveys administered to separate sub-samples. 

2 Sampling scenarios 

There are various situations one would wish to cover in terms of the instruments which are to be 

combined and, therefore, in terms of how the sub-samples were generated. The way the samples 

(master-sample and sub-samples) were generated affects the construction of the estimators and also 

the calculation of the precision estimates. Therefore, related issues need to be clarified and some 

relevant notation needs to be introduced before estimation methods can be discussed.  
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The “standard cases” we ought to have in mind may be summarized as follows: 

 One wishes to combine information from a number of sub-samples associated to instruments 

which have common variables and which all refer to the same reference population 

(implying also same reference period), in order to increase the precision of the estimate 

of these or of other variables. These common variables are assumed to be “harmonized”, so 

that they represent the same population characteristic. Then one can consider cases where 

these sub-samples,  

 are all drawn from a common master-sample, which is split in a way that no unit 

belongs to more that one sub-sample (negative coordination), or 

 are all drawn from a common master-sample independently from each other, thus 

allowing some overlap (occurring with small probability), or 

 One wishes to combine information from a number of sub-samples associated to instruments 

which have common variables (which are e.g. assumed to vary smoothly over time), and 

which refer to adjacent reference periods. Although the target total is not exactly the same in 

two periods, one might in this case wish to estimate the average of the target total over 

time. Then one might assume that these sub-samples 

 are all drawn from a common master-sample, but in way that sub-samples 

corresponding to instruments for adjacent reference periods have a certain 

percentage of common sample units (some positive coordination). 

 One wishes to combine information from a number of sub-samples associated to instruments, 

which have common variables, but the instruments are referring to different reference 

periods, so as to estimate the change of a certain variable from one period to the next. In 

this case one might prefer that the sub-samples corresponding to instruments for different 

reference periods have all, or at least an important percentage of common sample units 

(important positive coordination).  

The main case of interest is that of negatively coordinated sub-samples. In what follows however we 

will describe estimates and precision estimates that will be suitable to any of these cases. From a 

design-based point of view, estimators and variance estimators, depend on the way the master 

sample and sub-samples were drawn and more particularly on first and second order inclusion 

probabilities in each sample. For a given frame from which a sample is drawn, the first order 

inclusion probability of a unit “r” is defined as the sum of the probabilities of all the possible distinct 

samples that include this unit. It must be strictly positive for all members of the population. Similarly, 
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the second order inclusion probability of two units “r” and “s” is the sum of the probabilities of all the 

possible distinct samples that include both units.  

 Let 



r  denote the inclusion probability of unit “r” in the master-sample and 



rs denote the 

second order inclusion probability that two sample-units “r” and “s” are jointly included in the 

master sample. 

 Similarly, let 



 j;r  denote the inclusion probability of unit “r” in the sub-sample



S j  and 



 j;rs 

denote the second order inclusion probability that two sample-units “r” and “s” are jointly 

included in the sub-sample 



S j . 

 Further let 



 jh;rs denotes the second order “cross-inclusion” probability, i.e. that sample-unit 

“r” is included in the sub-sample 



S j , while at the same time sample-unit s is included in the 

sub-sample 



Sh . 

Knowledge of the first and second order inclusion probabilities in the master sample 



r  and 



rs 

depends on the knowledge of the frame used for its selection and on the sample design, while 

knowledge of the first and second order inclusion probabilities in the sub-samples 



 j;r , 



 j;rs, 



 jh;rs depends on additional knowledge on how exactly the sub-samples were drawn from the 

master sample. Note that 



 j;r , 



 j;rs, 



 jh;rs are marginal inclusion probabilities, calculated as 

products of the inclusion probabilities in the master sample and the probabilities of inclusion in the 

subsamples conditional on the selection of the master sample. 

We will make the general assumption that for each sample considered (master-sample, sub-

samples) each unit may be included only once in the sample (without replacement sampling), and all 

first order inclusion probabilities are non-zero. Note that this allows that a unit is included in more than 

one sub-sample simultaneously. 

In general, the second order inclusion probabilities are complicated or even impossible to compute. 

This will be significantly more problematic in the framework of the present study, because of the sub-

sampling and the dependence between sub-samples in the case of negative coordination. 

Approximations of variances that may bypass the problem of unknown second order inclusion 

probabilities have been proposed for specific sampling designs
i
. It should be emphasized, however, 

that even in the single-survey case (especially in social surveys with complex sampling designs) the 

customary approach to the variance estimation problem is the use of resampling methods, such as, 

jackknife or bootstrap. 

The sampling scenarios, which are of interest, are: 

 Negative coordination: the master sample is randomly split into K sub-samples, in a way that 

each unit will be included in exactly one sub-sample. If e.g. the master-sample is split in two 
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sub-samples via SRS from the master-sample then 



 j;r rn j n , 



 j;rs rs n j n j 1   n n 1  , while 



 jh;rs rs n jnh  n n 1  . The sub-samples are clearly 

dependent. 

 Independent sub-samples: two sub-samples are drawn independently via SRS from the 

master-sample. Then 



 j;r rn j n , 



 j;rs rs n j n j 1   n n 1  , while 



 jh;rs rsn jnh n2 . 

 Positive coordination: As, e.g., in the case where three disjoint sub-samples 



Sa ,Sb ,Sc  are 

drawn via SRS from the master-sample and are then used to define 



S1  Sa Sb  and 



S2  Sb Sc , in way that the intersection of the two sub-samples 



S1 and 



S2  is given by 



Sb . 

Then it may be shown that 



1;r   a;r  b;r rn1 n , 



1;rs   a;rs  b;rs  2 ab;rs 



rs n1 n1 1   n n 1  , while 



12;rs   ab;rs  ac;rs  b;rs  bc;rs rs n1n2  nb  n n1  . 

These also remain valid if 



Sc  is empty and 



S2  S1, in which case one would take 



n1  na  nb  

and 



n2  nb  in the previous formulas. Thus 



12;rs   ab;rs  b;rsrs n2 n1 1   n n 1  . 

 

3 Estimation of totals 

In this section we will assume that the goal is to estimate the population total of a variable.  We will 

here give an overview of the various approaches and the possibilities to combine information within 

and across instruments in order to increase accuracy of this estimate. We will also give in each case 

a) the appropriate weights, which yield the estimates as weighted sums of the sample units and b) 

estimates of the variance of the total’s estimators. 

We first present an overview before going into the technical details in sections 3.1-3.3: 

 If information on the variable of interest Y is available in one instrument only, then the usual 

Horvitz-Thompson estimator of a total (section 3.1.1) is given by choosing as weights the 

inverse of the inclusion probabilities of the sample units. 

 The precision of this estimate may be increased if additionally to Y one or more auxiliary 

variables are present in the instrument, which a) have known population totals and b) are 

correlated with Y. This results in the calibration estimator (section 3.1.2), which is often 

equivalent to an appropriate generalized regression estimator. A set of calibration weights 

may be calculated (as adjustments of the sampling weights), which yield the estimator as 

weighted sum of sample units. These weights depend only on the auxiliary variables. Once 

these auxiliary variables are fixed, the same set of weights can be used for the calibration 

estimator of any variable of interest. 
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 If the variable of interest is present in two or more instruments, each one administered to a 

sub-sample, each of which yield a Horvitz-Thompson estimate for the population total, these 

estimates may be combined into a single estimate of increased precision, by taking the 

weighted sum of the Horvitz-Thompson estimates (section 3.2.1), with the combining 

weights being proportional to the (effective) sample sizes of the sub-samples. 

 If the variable of interest is present in two or more instruments, and one or more (same or 

different
1
) auxiliary variables are present in each instrument, then, again, calibration - or 

generalized regression estimators - from the sub-samples may be combined into a single 

estimate of increased precision, by taking the weighted sum of the calibration estimates 

(section 3.2.2), with weights proportional to the (effective) sample sizes of the sub-samples. In 

this case, again, one would need only the values of the estimates from the various sub-

samples (and not the micro data). 

 A further possibility of pooling the information in two or more instruments which have common 

variables is the one of aligning the sub-samples, i.e. forcing the estimates for common 

variables to be identical across the sub-samples: this entails the calculation of appropriate 

calibration weights for each sub-sample, which then have the property that estimation based 

on them not only respects known totals of auxiliary variables, but also automatically ensures 

identical estimates for “aligned’ common variables across sub-samples. This pooling of 

information involving common variables further profits non-common variables, which are 

correlated to common variables. We will present two ways of doing this: the method of 

Renssen and Nieuwenbroek and the method of Merkouris. 

 The method of Renssen and Nieuwenbroek (section 3.3.1) assumes that estimates of 

the common variables’ totals (together with their precision estimates) from each sub-

sample are communicated, say to some “central coordination”, and serve for a 

“central” calculation of composite estimates for all common variables. These are then 

communicated back to individual sub-samples and are used in calibration similarly to 

“known” population totals of auxiliary variables: each sub-sample calculates its own 

                                                      
1
Auxiliary variables may be considered to be “different” between two sub-samples --although they may 

be actually identical—, so as to enforce that their known population totals are respected within each 

subsample, even after implicitly merging the two sub-samples into a single one in the context of 

aligning them according to the method of Merkouris (see below). This corresponds to having different 

columns in the design matrix 



 (see footnote 11) for the “different” auxiliary variables. An “identical” 

auxiliary would lead to single column in the design matrix, implying that in the aligned estimation the 

known population total would be respected by the estimate for the merged sample, but not for the sub-

samples.  
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new calibration weights, aligning estimation in the sub-sample to these estimated 

common totals. Thus the calibration weights incorporate the necessary common 

information needed by each sub-sample from the other sub-samples.  

 A method proposed by Merkouris (section 3.3.2), based on earlier work of Zieschang, 

assumes that the “micro” data of the sub-samples that share common variables are 

communicated to some “central coordination”, which calculates simultaneously for all 

sub-samples calibration weights that incorporate information on auxiliary as well as on 

common variables. All estimates of interest for each sub-sample can be produced 

then as weighted sums of values of the associated variables from the particular sub-

sample. Estimates for each of the common variables are by construction identical 

across sub-samples: again the calibration weights incorporate the necessary common 

information needed by each instrument from the other instruments. 

In what follows we will always write the formulas as if there is a single target variable, a single auxiliary 

variable, a single common variable to align, two sub-samples, etc. This is only done in order to simplify 

notation and all methods can easily be extended to the case where there is a vector of target 

variables, a vector of auxiliary variables, a vector of common variables to align and more than two sub-

samples. Moreover, the presented estimators are applicable to any sample design, provided that the 

all first and second-order inclusion probabilities are known and strictly positive, and moreover those of 

the sampled units are known. 

3.1 Estimation in a single sub-sample 

Let us assume that in some sub-sample 



S1 (which has sample size 



n1 )
2
, we have observations 



Y1  Y1,1,...,Y1,n1  from a variable 



Y , the population total 



tY  of which we wish to estimate. Assume 

further that the j-th unit of 



S1 has inclusion probability denoted by 



1; j , and define the weight vector 



w1  1;1
1,...,1;n1

1 .  

3.1.1 The Horvitz-Thompson estimator 

Then the usual Horvitz-Thompson estimator of 



tY  is defined as 



ˆ Y 1  Y1
w1. 

                                                      
2
 We do not drop the index of the instrument in the notation, in order to have consistent notation with 

subsequent paragraphs. 
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An estimate of its variance
3
 is given by  



ˆ V ˆ Y 1  Y1
1

0
Y1, 

 where 



1
0  is a matrix, whose 



j,k  entries are 



1; jk  1; j1;k  1; j1;k1; jk  and 



1; jk  denote the 

second order inclusion probability that the units j and k will be both present in the sub-sample 



S1 

(



1; jj  1; j). 

Indicatively, under simple random sampling we would obtain 



1; j  n1 N , 



N  being the population size, 

and 



1; jk  n1 n1 1  N N 1  , in which case the variance estimator above is the well-known 

estimator 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1  N 2 n1  N  n1  N 1  S2 . 

3.1.2 The calibration estimator 

Often, additionally to 



Y , one (or more) auxiliary variable 



X  with known population totals has been 

observed. This latter, may be used to improve the estimation of the variable of interest, particularly if 

the two variables 



Y  and 



X  are correlated.  

This results in the well known “calibration” estimator 



ˆ Y 1
R  Y1

c1, 

which is given by an appropriate weight vector 



c1. This weight vector is generated by the calibration 

procedure, and is such that 



ˆ X 1
R  X1

c1  tX1
, where 



X1  X1,1,...,X1,n1  denotes the observations of the 

auxiliary variable and 



tX1
 its known population total

4
.   

The calibration estimator may also be written in the form of a generalized regression estimator
5
 



ˆ Y 1
R  ˆ Y 1 

ˆ 1 tX1
 ˆ X 1 , indicating that, implicitly, 



ˆ Y 1
R  uses the correlation of the variable of interest 



Y  

with the auxiliary variable 



X , together with the fact that 



tX1
 is known, in order to correct 



ˆ Y 1 by an 

appropriate amount. 

                                                      
3
 An alternative estimator of the variance of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is the Sen-Yates and 

Grundy estimator (see e.g. formula 9A.44 in Cochran, W. G. (1977), Sampling techniques, third 

edition, John Wiley & Sons, New York. 

4
 The weights 



c1 are chosen so as to satisfy the constraint 



X1
c1  tX , while being as close as possible 

to the original weights 



w1, in the sense that 



c1 w1 1
1

c1 w1  is minimized, where 



1 is a diagonal 

matrix with k-th diagonal element equal to 



w1;k q1;k , for some positive constants 



q1;k . They are given 

by 



c1  w1 1X1 X 11X1 
1

tX1
X1

w1


 


. 

5
 Here, the coefficient 



ˆ 1 is estimated so as to minimize 



Y1 X1
ˆ 1 1 Y1 X1

ˆ 1  and is given by 



ˆ 1  Y 11X1 X 11X1 
1

, where 



1 is as above. 
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An approximate (based on linearization) estimate of the variance of 



ˆ Y 1
R  is given by 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  Y1 X1

ˆ 1 1
0

Y1 X1
ˆ 1 , 

where 



1
0  is the same as in the case of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator above

6
. 

3.2 Combining estimates from many sub-samples 

3.2.1 Combining the Horvitz-Thompson estimators 

Now assume that the same variable Y has been observed in two (or more) sub-samples 



S1 and 



S2  

(which has sample sizes 



n1  and 



n2), yielding two Horvitz-Thompson estimators of 



tY , namely 



ˆ Y 1  Y1
w1 and 



ˆ Y 2  Y2
w2. These two estimates may be combined in a single estimate of 



tY , by 

defining the composite estimator 



ˆ Y C  ˆ Y 1  1  ˆ Y 2 Y1
w1  1 Y2

w2 , 

for appropriately chosen 



 . In this context one might choose 



  to be proportional to the effective 

sample sizes of the two sub-samples:  



  n1 d1  n1 d1  n2 d2  , 

where 



ni  are the sample sizes and 



d i  the design effects. This choice would e.g. minimize the 

variance of the composite estimator if 



ˆ Y 1 and 



ˆ Y 2 were independent. If 



ˆ Y 1 and 



ˆ Y 2 are dependent, as is 

the case with negatively coordinated sub-samples, the optimal 



  is 



 
V ( ˆ Y 2)Cov( ˆ Y 1, ˆ Y 2)

V ( ˆ Y 1)V ( ˆ Y 2) 2Cov( ˆ Y 1, ˆ Y 2)
. 

When the sample dependence is weak, or when the variances of 



ˆ Y 1 and 



ˆ Y 2  are approximately equal, 



  may be considered approximately equal to 



V ( ˆ Y 2)

V ( ˆ Y 1)V ( ˆ Y 2)
, which in turn takes the form  



  n1 d1  n1 d1  n2 d2  . See also last paragraph of 3.3.1. 

An estimate of the variance of 



ˆ Y C  is given by:  



ˆ V ˆ Y C  Y*
0

Y*, 

 where 



Y*  Y1
 , 1 Y2



 




 and the partitioned matrix 



0  is defined as 



0 
1

0 12
0

21
0 2

0









. Here 



1
0  is 

as above and refers to the first sub-sample, 



2
0  is defined similarly for the second sub-sample and 

                                                      
6
 An alternative here is to replace in 



1
0  the weights 



1; jk  by  



1; jk g jgk  for appropriate adjustment 

constants 



g j , see Result 6.6.1, in Särndal C. E. , Swensson B. and Wretman J. (1992), Model 

Assisted Survey Sampling, Springer-Verlag, New York.  
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12
0  is a matrix, whose 



j,k  entry is given by 



12; jk  1; j 2;k  1; j 2;k12; jk . If the two sub-samples 

were independent, then we would have 



12
0  0, which would imply 



ˆ V ˆ Y C 2 ˆ V ˆ Y 1  1 
2 ˆ V ˆ Y 2 . 

3.2.2 Combining calibration estimators 

Suppose that in addition to 



Y , which is common to both sub-samples, one or more auxiliary variables 

have been observed, 



X1 in 



S1 and 



X2  (not necessarily the same one) in 



S2 , with known population 

totals 



tX1
 and 



tX 2
. Then calibration weight vectors 



c1 and 



c2 may be computed for each sub-sample 

separately, satisfying the constraints 



ˆ X 1
R  X1

c1  tX1
 and 



ˆ X 2
R  X2

c2  tX 2
 and yielding two 

calibration estimators of Y  



ˆ Y 1
R  Y1

c1 and 



ˆ Y 2
R  Y2

c2 . 

They both may be interpreted as generalized regression estimators  



ˆ Y 1
R  ˆ Y 1 

ˆ 1 tX1
 ˆ X 1  and 



ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ Y 2 

ˆ 2 tX 2
 ˆ X 2 . 

Then one may combine the two calibration estimators into a single composite estimator as 



ˆ Y CR  ˆ Y 1
R  1  ˆ Y 2

R  

which would correct the combined Horvitz-Thompson estimator 



ˆ Y C  by the (weighted sum of the) 

appropriate amounts indicated by the regressions from the two sub-samples:  



ˆ Y CR  ˆ Y C  ˆ 1 tX1
 ˆ X 1  1  ˆ 2 tX2

 ˆ X 2 . 

An estimate of the variance of 



ˆ Y CR  is given by  



ˆ V ˆ Y CR  Y* X*
ˆ * 0

Y* X*
ˆ * , 

 where 



Y*  Y1
 , 1 Y2



 




, 



X*  is the block diagonal matrix 



X*  diag X1, 1 X2 , 



ˆ * 
ˆ 1, ˆ 2   

and the partitioned matrix 



0  is as in the previous sections. 

 

3.3 Aligning estimates across sub-samples 

In the previous section two sub-samples were calibrated independently from each other, using each 

sub-sample’s auxiliary variables 



X1 and 



X2 and producing appropriate calibration weights 



c1 and 



c2, 

so as to satisfy the constraints 



ˆ X 1
R  tX1

 and 



ˆ X 2
R  tX 2

. These weights were used to obtain calibration 

estimates 



ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ Y 2
R  of common variables, which could in a second stage be combined into a single 

estimate of Y by building a weighted sum. Thus, the final estimate of Y drew on the information 

available in each sub-sample on Y, as well as on the correlation of Y with all auxiliary variables in the 
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two sub-samples. But this was done in a way that calculations in each sub-sample were conducted 

independently, up to the final step where the two estimates were combined into a single one. 

An alternative is to align two sub-samples in a way that the “alignment weights” induced would 

automatically yield from each sub-sample identical estimates for the common variables of the two sub-

samples, while also respecting the calibration constraints. These weights together with the data from 

one sub-sample only, contain the information available in all sub-sample about the common variables. 

The advantage of such a procedure is that it allows improving even upon the estimates of variables 

which are not common to the sub-samples. Their estimates, being based on the alignment weights 

exploit the correlation of these variables with the common variables.  

We present two approaches to specifying such weights.  

 In the first one, the two-step method of Renssen and Nieuwenbroek (1997), in each sub-

sample initially separate estimates are calculated for the common variables. These are then 

put together to calculate a common estimate, incorporating the information of both sub-

samples.  Then each sub-sample treats the common variable as auxiliary and the common 

estimate as “known” population total. On this basis new estimates of all variables are 

calculated. 

 In the second one, the one-step method of Merkouris (2004), one would need all micro data 

from both sub-samples, and the weights are calculated on the basis of a regression 

(equivalently calibration) procedure which is run on the combined data.  

Let us assume that the two sub-samples 



S1 and 



S2  have observations 



Y1 and 



Y2  from one (or more) 

common variable Y, 



Z1 and 



Z2 from non-common variables and 



X1 and 



X2 from (common or non-

common) auxiliary variables with known population totals 



tX1
 and 



tX 2
. 

The two methods for aligning the two sub-samples are as follows. 

3.3.1 Alignment according to Renssen and Nieuwenbroek (rn) 

In this approach one first calculates generalized regression estimates 



ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ Y 2
R  for the common 

variable in the two sub-samples, as well as estimates for their variances 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  (see 

section 3.1.2). Simple Horvitz-Thompson estimators may also be used, but here only the more 

complicated, but realistic, case of generalized regression estimators (GREG) is presented. One may 

calculate the weighting factor  



ˆ rn  ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ V ˆ Y 1

R  ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  , 

which is used to obtain the aligned estimator for the common variable: 
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ˆ Y 1
ARrn  ˆ Y 2

ARrn  ˆ rn ˆ Y 1
R  1 ˆ rn ˆ Y 2

R . 

This estimator is then used as additional calibration total in a separate calibration for each sub-

sample. The resulting new weights 



a i
rn  for each sub-sample satisfy the constraints

7
: 



ˆ X 1
ARrn  X1

a1
rn  tX1

, 



ˆ X 2
ARrn  X2

a2
rn  tX 2

 and 



ˆ Y 1
ARrn  Y1

a1
rn  Y2

a2
rn  ˆ Y 2

ARrn . 

Estimates for the non-common variables are given by
8
 



ˆ Z 1
ARrn Z1

a1
rn  ˆ Z 1

R  ˆ 1
rn ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R  



ˆ Z 2
ARrn Z2

a2
rn  ˆ Z 2

R  ˆ 2
rn ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R  

Large sample estimates of their variances are given by  

 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
ARrn rn0rn,  with 



rn  ˆ rn Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , 1 ˆ rn  Y 2 

ˆ 2 X 2  

 

 



ˆ V ˆ Z 1
ARrn 1

rn01
rn,  with 



1
rn  Z 1 

ˆ 1
z X 1  ˆ 1

rn Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , ˆ 1

rn Y 2 
ˆ 2 X 2  


, 

 



ˆ V ˆ Z 2
ARrn 2

rn02
rn,  with 



2
rn  ˆ 2

rn Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , Z 2 

ˆ 2
z X 2  ˆ 2

rn Y 2 
ˆ 2 X 2  


, 

 where 



ˆ i
z  Z iiXi X iiXi 

1
 

There is no clear rule to define what is a “large sample”. However, the size of social surveys is 

typically considered large enough, unless a very large number of auxiliary variables are used in GREG 

or unless estimates are produced for very small domains. 

As expressed above, the weighting factor 



ˆ rn  is optimal in the sense of minimizing the estimated 

variance of the composite estimator for the total 



tY  when the samples of the two instruments are 

independent. This was the original context of application of the rn method. When these two samples 

are dependent, which is the case with negatively coordinated sub-samples from a master sample, the 

optimal weighting factor is given by  



ˆ rn  [ ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R C( ˆ Y 1

R , ˆ Y 2
R )] ˆ V ˆ Y 1

R  ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  2C( ˆ Y 1

R , ˆ Y 2
R ) , 

where 



C  denotes covariance. Notably, calculation of 



ˆ rn  in this case involves the combined sample of 

the two instruments. Of course the simple, but suboptimal, weighting factor 



  used in Section 3.2.2 

may well be used in the present procedure. 

                                                      

7
 The weights 



a i
rn  may be calculated as 



a1
rn  c1 1Y1 Y1

1Y1






1

1 ˆ rn  ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ Y 1

R , and 



a2
rn  c2 2Y2 Y2

2Y2






1

 ˆ rn  ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ Y 1

R  where 



i  i IXi X iiXi 
1

X ii . 

8
  With 



ˆ i
rn Z1

1Y1 Y1
1Y1







1

1 ˆ rn , and 



ˆ 2
rn Z2

2Y2 Y2
2Y2







1

ˆ rn  
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3.3.2 Alignment according to Merkouris’ method (m) 

In this approach, see Merkouris (2004)
ii
, and Merkouris (2010)

iii
 and Zieschang’s

iv
, weights 



a1 and 



a2 

are obtained first, which satisfy simultaneously the constraints: 



ˆ X 1
ARm  X1

a1
m  tX1

, 



ˆ X 2
ARm  X2

a2
m  tX 2

 and 



ˆ Y 1
ARm  Y1

a1
m  Y2

a2
m  ˆ Y 2

ARm , 

while minimizing a generalized distance to the original weights 



w1 and 



w2
9
. Thus the weights are 

chosen, so that not only auxiliary variables are calibrated to their known totals, but also, so that 

common target variables have aligned (identical) estimates across sub-samples. 

This results in the following estimators: 

 Common target variables
10

: 



ˆ Y 1
ARm  Y1

a1
m  ˆ Y 1

R  1 ˆ m  ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ Y 1

R , 

which is identical to 



ˆ Y 2
ARm  Y2

a2
m  ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ m ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ Y 1

R  

  We thus have: 



ˆ Y 1
ARm  ˆ Y 2

ARm  ˆ m ˆ Y 1
R  1 ˆ m ˆ Y 2

R  

 Non-common target variables
11

:   



ˆ Z 1
ARm Z1

a1
m  ˆ Z 1

R  ˆ 1
m ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ Z 2
ARm Z2

a2
m  ˆ Z 2

R  ˆ 2
m ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R   

Large sample estimates of their variances are given by  

 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
ARm m0m ,  with 



m  ˆ m Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , 1 ˆ m  Y 2 

ˆ 2 X 2  

 

 



ˆ V ˆ Z 1
ARm 1

m01
m ,  with 



1
m  Z 1 

ˆ 1
z X 1  ˆ 1

m Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , ˆ 1

m Y 2 
ˆ 2 X 2  


, 

                                                      

9
 The weights 



a
m  a 1

m , a 2
m  are chosen so as to minimize 



a
m w 1

a
m w , where 



w  w 1, w 2   

and 



  is the block diagonal matrix 



  diag d1 n1 1, d2 n2 2 , where 



1,2  have been defined in 

Footnote 4 and 



ni di  are the effective sample sizes. The weights may be calculated as 



a
m  w 

1
tX w


 


, where 




X1 0 Y1

0 X2 Y2









 and 



tX  tX1
tX 2

0 . We also have 



a1
m  c1  1 1Y1 1 Y1

1Y1
 Y2

2Y2






1
ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R , while 



a2
m  is defined similarly with 



c1 

replaced by 



c2  and 



1 1Y1 by 



2Y2 . 

10
 With 



ˆ m Y2
2Y2 1 Y1

1Y1 Y2
2Y2







1

 and 



i  i IXi X iiXi 
1

X ii , where 



  n1 d1  n1 d1  n2 d2  . 

11
 With 



ˆ 1
m Z1

1Y1 Y1
1Y1







1

1 ˆ m , and 



ˆ 2
m Z2

2Y2 Y2
2Y2







1

ˆ m . 
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ˆ V ˆ Z 2
ARm 2

m02
m ,  with 



2
m  ˆ 2

m Y 1 
ˆ 1 X 1 , Z 2 

ˆ 2
z X 2  ˆ 2

m Y 2 
ˆ 2 X 2  


 

where 



ˆ i
z  Z iiXi X iiXi 

1
 

The remark about “large samples” given in the section 3.3.1 applies here too.  

3.3.3 Discussion 

As far as the comparison of the two alignment methods is concerned, according to Merkouris (2004): 

 the “m” method is easier to implement, as it does not require the computation of 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  before calculating the aligned estimate, while all quantities of interest are calculated in 

a single-step regression (calibration) procedure. Note moreover that 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  are 

variance-covariance estimates of multivariate parameters and therefore require estimation of 

covariances between components of each estimator, which are not of direct interest and 

therefore are not customarily produced in National Statistical Agencies, 

 for certain sampling settings the “m” method is identical to the “rn” method for the common 

variables and more efficient than the “rn” method for non-common variables, while in more 

general sampling settings the “m” method is nearly as efficient as the “rn” method. Calculation 

of 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  requires knowledge of the matrix 



0 . But the “m” method will be as 

efficient as the “rn” method for the common variables and more efficient for the non-common 

variables if the matrix 



0  is used in place of 



 in the formula of the calibrated weights 

(private communication with T.  Merkouris). 

 the estimators produced by the “rn” method may be less stable than the estimators produced 

by the “m” method in small samples, because of the instability of the estimated 



ˆ . 

 The “rn” method does not lend itself to an easy variance estimation procedure by resampling 

techniques; see Merkouris (2004) for details.  

From the practical point of view, however, and provided that the calculation of 



ˆ V ˆ Y 1
R  and 



ˆ V ˆ Y 2
R  is 

feasible, the ”rn”-method has the advantage that “only” the estimates of the common variables and of 

their variances have to be communicated across sub-samples, so that each sub-sample can calculate 

the aligned estimates and weights, while the “m” method assumes that one “central authority” has 

access to all the necessary micro data, from which the aligned estimates and weights are calculated 

and are communicated back to the sub-samples. This might, however, be no problem in the integrated 

system of social surveys. 

A disadvantage of the “rn” method when some variables are to be aligned between a group of sub-

samples whereas other variables are to be aligned between another group of sub-samples is that with 
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this method the final aligned estimates might depend on the order in which these partial alignments 

are conducted, provided that at each step variables aligned in previous steps are treated as 

auxiliaries. Not so with the “m” method where all alignments are calculated simultaneously in a single 

regression procedure. To do so one would modify the design matrix 




X1 0 Y1

0 X2 Y2









 of the “m” 

method to include additional columns for variables to be aligned and rows for additional subsamples. 

So if a third sub-sample is present and one wishes to align additionally 



W2 in the second with 



W3 in 

the third sub-sample, which has additionally say 



X3, as auxiliary, one would use 





X1 0 0 Y1 0

0 X2 0 Y2 W2

0 0 X3 0 W3
















. 

A further issue of interest is to what extent one should align estimates across subsamples.  Although 

one might be tempted to adopt a maximal scenario, assuming that an optimal strategy would be to 

align all common variables in all sub-samples, this is not necessarily true. This strategy resembles 

including in a regression model a maximal number of regressors. More regressors induce the need for 

estimation of a larger number of parameters, which is only worthwhile if the “additional” regressors’ 

partial correlation with the response variable is sufficiently large. Therefore it is perhaps advisable to 

align a smaller number of important variables across sub-samples, those that are assumed to be more 

strongly correlated with important target variables of each survey, or those for which one sample does 

not provide enough accuracy. In this selection one may eventually choose to align one set of variables 

between certain sub-samples and another set of variables between other sub-samples. 

4 Estimation of other quantities in aligned sub-samples 

4.1 Estimates which are linear combinations of means or totals 

Parameters that are linear combinations of totals are estimated by linear combinations of the totals’ 

estimates. They too therefore are linear combinations of the observations of (one or of) a number of 

samples. 

In this section, when referring to estimation of a mean, we will assume that the population size N is 

known, and that the mean of a variable is estimated by dividing the estimate of the total of the variable 

by the known N. Estimates of the mean, where N is unknown and estimated by the sum of the 

inverses of the inclusion probabilities in the sample, may be treated with methods given in the next 

section. 

The description below covers linear functions of totals at specific time points (e.g. population mean), 

European totals or population means, averages of totals (or means) over a period, change of totals or 

means between two time points (net change), for both continuous and categorical variables. Note that 

e.g. the proportion of population elements in a given category (of known size) may be written as the 

mean of an indicator variable. 
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Below we give some examples: 

Population mean. 

Let 



ty  be the population total of a variable Y and 



y  ty N  the population mean. Assume we have an 

estimate (eventually aligned between may sub-samples) 



ˆ Y AR  of 



ty  and let 



ˆ V ˆ Y AR  be an estimate of 

its variance. Then 



ˆ y 
ˆ Y AR N  is a consistent estimate of the mean and 



ˆ V ˆ y  N 2 ˆ V ˆ Y AR  a 

consistent estimate of its variance. (For an alternative estimate of the mean, in which N is replaced by 

the sum of the weights, see next section). 

European totals and means. 

Let 



ty c
 be the population total of a variable Y in country “



c ” and 



ty  tyc
  the European population 

total, where summation extends in this paragraph across all European countries. Assume we have 

consistent estimates (eventually aligned between may sub-samples) 



ˆ Y c
AR  of 



ty c
 and let 



ˆ V ˆ Y c
AR  be the 

estimates of their variances. Then 



ˆ t y 
ˆ Y c

AR
  is a consistent estimate of 



ty . Moreover, as the 

estimates 



ˆ Y c
AR  may be assumed to be independent between countries, 



ˆ V ˆ t y  ˆ V ˆ Y c
AR   is a 

consistent estimate of its variance. 

Estimates of means may be obtained in a straightforward manner by combining the latter with the 

previous paragraph. 

Average or net change of totals (or means) between two time points. 

Let 



tya
 be the population total of a variable Y at time point 



Ta  and assume similar notation for time 

point 



Tb . Further assume that the goal is to estimate some linear combination of 



tya
 and 



tyb
, say  



ty  atya
 btyb

. 

This formula also expresses the average of the means over the period given by the two time points, by 

setting 



 a 1 2Na , 



 b 1 2Nb . For the net change of the totals 



tyb
 tya

 one would take 



 b 1, a 1. Finally, for the net change of the means one would take 



 a  1 Na , 



 b 1 Nb . 

To construct estimates of 



ty , assume we have some estimates for each time point 



Ta  (eventually 

aligned between two sub-samples 



Sa1  and 



Sa2) 



ˆ Y a
AR  of 



tya
, say 



ˆ Y a
AR  ˆ Y a1

R  1 ˆ   ˆ Y a2
R  ˆ Y a1

R . Further 

assume similar notation for time point 



Tb . Then a consistent estimate of 



ty  is  



ˆ t y  a
ˆ t ya

 b
ˆ t yb

 



 a
ˆ Y a

AR  b
ˆ Y b

AR .  

To obtain consistent variance estimates of 



ˆ y  set  




ab  12    a

ˆ a Y a1 
ˆ a1 X a1 , a 1 ˆ a  Y a2 

ˆ a2 X a2 , b
ˆ b Y b1 

ˆ b1 X b1 , b 1 ˆ b  Y b2 
ˆ b2 X b2  
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and define the partitioned matrix 




ab  12 

0 

a1
0 a1,a2

0 a1,b1
0 a1,b2

0

a2,a1
0 a2

0 a2,b1
0 a2,b2

0

b1,a1
0 b1,a2

0 b1
0 b1,b2

0

b2,a1
0 b2,a2

0 b2,b1
0 b2

0



















. 

 The “sub-matrices” of matrix 




ab  12 

0  are defined in analogy with the sub-matrices of matrix 



0  of 

section 3.2.1: 

 



a1
0 , 



a2
0 , 



b1
0  and 



b2
0  involve first and second order inclusion probabilities for a single sub-

sample (indicated by 1 or 2) of a single time period (indicated by α or b) 

 



a1,a2
0 , 



a2,a1
0 , 



b1,b2
0  and 



b2,b1
0  involve first order inclusion probabilities and second order 

cross-inclusion probabilities for the two sub-samples of a single time period 

 Finally, 



a1,b1
0 , 



b1,a1
0 , 



a1,b2
0 , 



b2,a1
0 , 



a2,b1
0 , 



b1,a2
0 , 



a2,b2
0  and 



b2,a2
0  involve first order 

inclusion probabilities and second order cross-inclusion probabilities for two sub-samples, one 

from each time period. 

Then a consistent variance estimate of 



ˆ y  is given by: 



ˆ V ˆ t y  ab  12 


ab  12 
0 

ab  12  

European estimates of averages or of net change between two periods are sums of the respective 

national estimates. Since survey integration takes place at national level the discussion of this 

paragraph applies to national estimates. The estimator of the variance of the European estimates will 

be the sum of the national variance estimators. 

4.2 Estimates of non-linear functions of means 

This section covers ratios of means, domain estimation and estimation of gross change.  

Nonlinear function of one mean 

Let again 



ty  be the population total and 



y  ty N  the population mean of a variable 



Y . If the 

parameter of interest 



  is a non-linear function of the mean, say 



  g y  then we may obtain theory 

for the estimation of 



  under large sample conditions, provided an estimate 



ˆ y  of 



y  is available, with 

variance 



V ˆ y  tending to zero as the samples size increases. In this case, one may estimate 



  

consistently (for large sample sizes) by 



ˆ  g ˆ y  and a variance estimate is given by 



ˆ V ˆ   g ˆ y  
2 ˆ V ˆ y . 

Nonlinear function of two means 

If the parameter of interest 



  is a non-linear function of the means 



y  and 
z  of two variables 



Y  and 



Z , say 



  h y ,z , then we may obtain theory for the estimation of 



  under large sample conditions, 

provided estimates 



ˆ y  of 



y  and 



ˆ z of 



z are available, with variances 



V ˆ y  and 



V ˆ z  tending to 

zero for large samples sizes.  
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Let us assume that estimates 



ˆ y  and 



ˆ z are given (eventually aligned between two sub-samples 



S1 

and 



S2  for both involved variables Y and Z) where 



ˆ y 
ˆ Y AR N  and 



ˆ Y AR  ˆ Y 2
R  ˆ yy ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R  ˆ yz ˆ Z 2

R  ˆ Z 1
R . Assume similar notation

12
 for Z: 



ˆ Z AR  ˆ Z 2
R  ˆ zy ˆ Y 2

R  ˆ Y 1
R  ˆ zz ˆ Z 2

R  ˆ Z 1
R . Then an estimate of 



  is given by 



ˆ  h ˆ y , ˆ z . The first-order 

Taylor expansion of 



ˆ  around the true, unknown 



  is  



ˆ   y
ˆ y y  z

ˆ z  z , 

where 



 x , y  h ˆ y , ˆ z . Here 



h  denotes the 2x1 vector of partial derivatives of h with respect to 

its two arguments. Simple algebra on this Taylor expansion leads to the following estimator of the 

variance of 



ˆ :  



ˆ V ˆ   ˆ V  y
ˆ y  z

ˆ z  ˆ V 
 y

N
ˆ Y AR 

 z

N
ˆ Z AR









 12

012  

with 



12  N 1  y
ˆ yy  z

ˆ zy 
( 
Y 1    y

ˆ yz  z
ˆ zz 

( 
Z 1 ,  y 1 ˆ yy  z

ˆ zy 
( 
Y 2    y

ˆ yz  z 1 ˆ zz  
( 
Z 2 












 

and  



( 
Y 1  Y1 

ˆ y1X1, 



( 
Z 1 Z1 

ˆ z1X1, 



( 
Y 2  Y2 

ˆ y2X2 , 



( 
Z 2 Z2 

ˆ z2X2   

being the residuals of the calibration to the auxiliaries within the samples. 

The above linearization technique has various applications. 

Thus, if e.g. one is interested in a ratio 



  y z  of the mean of two variables (see e.g. section 5.6 in 

Särndal et al.,1992),  then 



h y ,z  y z  and 



h y ,z  1 z  ,  y z
2  and one would set 



 y N 1 ˆ t z  and 



 z N  ˆ t y ˆ t z
2  ˆ  ˆ t z , yielding 



12  ˆ t z
1 ˆ yy  ˆ ̂  zy 

( 
Y 1   ˆ yz  ˆ ̂  zz 

( 
Z 1 , 1 ˆ yy  ˆ ̂  zy 

( 
Y 2    ˆ yz  ˆ 1 ˆ zz  

( 
Z 2 












. 

If a population mean (see e.g. section 5.7 in Särndal et al.,1992) is to be estimated by dividing an 

estimate of the total of Y by an estimate of the population size, as e.g. 



ˆ N  1  i iS , then it suffices 

to set Z=1 in the above formulas. 

If the target is estimation of the domain mean of a domain U (see e.g. section 5.8 in Särndal et 

al.,1992), then it suffices to set Z to be equal to the indicator variable of the domain (



Zi 1 if 



i U  and 



Zi  0 if 



i U ) in the above formulas. 

                                                      
12

 If two variables 



Y ,Z  –instead of one- are aligned across two sub-samples, then the coefficient 



ˆ m  

from footnote 11 becomes a 



2 2 matrix 



ˆ m 
ˆ yy ˆ yz

ˆ zy ˆ zz









. 
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Gross change can be represented as domain estimation in the “combined” sample, which includes 

information on the involved variables 



Ya ,Yb  (and, eventually, 



Za ,Zb ) at time points 



Ta  and 



Tb  on the 

same sample units, provided a number of units were surveyed at both time points.  

Thus e.g. let 



Ya ,Yb  be the indicators for being unemployed at time points 



Ta  and 



Tb , while 



Za ,Zb  be 

the indicators for being employed at time points 



Ta  and 



Tb . Then the share of unemployed at 



Ta  who 

became employed at 



Tb , as percentage of the workforce as time point 



Ta , would be estimated by 

setting in the formulas above 



Yi Ya,i Zb,i , and  



Zi Ya,i Za,i . 

European estimates 

The case of European estimates is simple, since survey integration and estimation of national 

parameters will have taken place at national level. In the case of a non-linear function of two means 



  h y ,z , the European estimate is 



ˆ EU  h ˆ yEU
, ˆ zEU  and 



ˆ yEU
 and 



ˆ zEU
 are linear combinations 

of the corresponding national estimates. The Taylor expansion of the European estimate gives the 

following variance estimator: 



ˆ V ˆ EU  ˆ V  y
ˆ yEU

 z
ˆ zEU . 

Since 



ˆ yEU
 wcyc
  and 



ˆ zEU
 wczc
  the development of 



ˆ V ˆ EU  leads to  



ˆ V ˆ EU  wc
ˆ V  y

ˆ yc
 z

ˆ zc   wc
ˆ V ˆ c  . 

If therefore, the national authorities transmit to Eurostat the national estimates and variance estimates 

the production of European estimates will be simple. 

4.3 Estimation of other quantities 

As far as quantities, which are not functions of means or totals, are concerned, e.g. regression 

coefficients, quantiles etc, for which estimates (for the same population parameters) are available in 

two or more samples, one could try to combine them, in order to obtain estimates of higher precision, 

in the following ways: 

 By pooling the samples and calculating the estimates from the combined sample.  

 By forming a weighted average across the estimates from the different samples, with weights 

inversely proportional to the estimates’ variances, or proportional to effective sample sizes.  

It is unknown whether it is possible to align such estimates across surveys. There is, however, a 

straightforward idea, allowing the estimation of many quantities to profit from the calibration of some 

total in the sample to auxiliaries and/or the alignment of estimates of some total across two or more 

samples: Both these procedures, whether separate or taken together, produce a set of 
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calibration/alignment weights for each of the involved samples. One may use these weights (divided 

by population size) to estimate the quantities of interest, by weighting in the calculation of the 

estimates each observation in the sample by it’s calibration/alignment weight. As this procedure 

improves estimation of total or means it will naturally benefit other measures as well.  

Thus, e.g. the 



 -quantile might be estimated as the inverse of a modified empirical distribution 

function at 



 , the empirical distribution function, being defined as jumping at each observation by an 

amount equal to the observation’s weight.  

Precision estimates for such estimators are unknown. 

European estimates 

The European estimates are not linear functions of the national ones. Linearization of the functions 

may be possible and then it should be examined if it also leads to a linear approximate formula for the 

estimator of the variance. 

If a linear approximation is not possible, Eurostat should compile the national micro-data and the 

calibration or alignment weights from all instruments and should estimate the quantities treating each 

member state as a separate stratum and proceeding in the manner discussed above. 

5 Additional practical considerations 

5.1 Sample designs that are more fitting for modular surveys 

The methods presented in sections 3 and 4 do not mention specific sample designs. They only refer to 

possible requirement for negative or positive coordination and to the need for non-zero first and 

second-order inclusion probabilities, which are moreover known for the sampled units. 

The issue of coordination does not exclude any sample design from consideration. Negative 

coordination is achieved by forbidding the inclusion of sampled units in additional sub-samples. 

Positive coordination is achieved by boosting the inclusion probabilities of already sampled units in 

additional sub-samples. 

The requirement about inclusion probabilities is not relevant to modular surveys in particular; it applies 

to any sample survey. Designs which lead to known, non-zero first and second order probabilities 

should be preferred because they make variance estimation simpler. Also designs, for which 

approximations exist for the second order inclusion probabilities, are preferable (see footnote (i)). The 

same ‘simplicity’ reasoning would also lead to recommending independent or nearly independent sub-

samples, which however run counter to the achievement of negative coordination. 
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Resampling methods are used for variance estimation in the case of complex sample designs in single 

(i.e. not modular) surveys. A relevant brief discussion is provided below.  

5.2 Complications in panel surveys due to modularisation 

In a panel survey a sample unit may be administered the same set of modules in each wave, which 

leaves the operation more or less as it was originally operated. However, a rotation scheme can also 

be implemented taking advantage of the modules. This provides more flexibility in panel designs but 

also creates frequency issues (detecting changes at specific time intervals will depend on which 

modules are included in each wave) in the multiple matrix design in addition to those of questionnaire 

length and sample size. 

Particular practical problems can be envisaged in the case of panel surveys. Suppose that a number 

of modules need to be administered in panel samples, while the rest should be administered to 

independent samples in each round of the modular survey. This directly leads to the need to respect 

such requirements when mixing the two types of modules in the same instrument: thus, if e.g. one 

instrument is to be surveyed at a quarterly basis and the subsamples are dependent within the same 

year but independent between years, and a certain module is to be surveyed annually on the basis of 

independent samples, then this module may be included in a “phase” of the quarterly instrument for 

each year. If, however, another module is to be sampled twice a year on the basis of independent 

samples, the quarterly instrument cannot be used for its surveying, unless one is willing to accept the 

dependencies across the samples within the same year. 

5.3 Resampling methods for variance estimation in modular surveys 

For this section we cite a paragraph from the private correspondence with T. Merkouris: 

“There is no theory of variance estimation using resampling methods (e.g., bootstrap or jackknife) 

specifically for matrix sampling designs; there is no much estimation theory in general for such 

designs.  For population parameters that are estimated using data from a single instrument, the 

existing resampling methods (mostly jackknife) for two-phase sampling may also be suitable in our 

context. No modification of any of these methods has been worked out to accommodate estimation 

based on data from multiple (and sampling dependent) instruments. One may assume conditional (on 

the full sample) independence of the instruments and apply resampling methods for two-phase 

sampling, but the resulting variance estimates might be biased”. 

5.4 Multiple imputation in modular surveys 

For this section we cite a paragraph from the private correspondence with T. Merkouris: 
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“Multiple imputation methods in the context of split-questionnaire/matrix sampling designs have been 

considered primarily for analysis of a complete data set, rather than for estimation purposes; see 

Ragounathan and Grizzle (1995)
 13

 and Thomas et al. (2006)
 14

, and references therein. Such methods 

may not be appropriate for EUROSTAT’s  integration project for two reasons. 

Objective  

In a single survey with split questionnaire, “missing” values are created by not administering the full 

questionnaire to all sampling units, and thus the concern is both the resulting loss of efficiency of 

survey estimates and the attenuation of the analytic capacity of the available data set compared to 

that of the full sample with the full questionnaire. 

Instead, in the investigated scheme of social survey integration, a number of separate surveys (or 

instruments) may be integrated for the improvement of the estimation of parameters and for the 

consistency of estimates between various instruments. Although the structure of the design with 

respect to the collection of different subsets of data items from different subsamples is formally the 

same as in a standard single survey with split questionnaire (with the process of integration being the 

reverse to that of splitting a single survey), no actual missing values are created, and no real need for 

imputation arises, except for possible missing values due to item nonresponse within each instrument.  

Complexity 

It is of interest to note that the imputation methods that have been explored in the context of matrix 

sampling (for a single survey) are heavily model-based, involving complex multivariate models and the 

generation of multiple imputations with Gibbs sampling. The efficiency of such methods is very 

sensitive to the model assumptions (which should in any particular case be checked with appropriate 

diagnostic tools), and the use of good predictors. Notably, these methods are of necessity 

computationally very complex.” 

 

                                                      
i
 See e.g.  

 Berger, Y. G. and Tillé Y. (2009), Chapter 2. Sampling with Unequal Probabilities, in 

“Handbook of Statistics 29: Sample Surveys: Theory, Methods and Inference”, Pfefferman, D. 

and Rao, C.R. (eds.), Elsevier, North Holland. 

                                                      
13

 Ragunathan, T.E and Grizzle,  J.E. (1995).  A split questionnaire survey design. Journal  of 

American Statistical Association, 90, 54-63. 

14
 Thomas, N., Ragunathan, T.E., Schenker, N., Katzoff, M.J. & Jonson, C.L. (2006). An evaluation of 

matrix sampling methods using data from the national health and nutrition examination survey. Survey 

Methodology, 32, 217-231. 
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